Planning, Design and Construction (PDC) Space Proposal
March 5, 2019

Background
Campus Code & Quality Assurance and Fire Life Safety groups have recently combined under the PDC
department to provide greater efficiencies in responding to code and life safety issues, and to provide
support to the large and growing list of facilities related campus projects. The newly combined unit
includes the Building Code Official, building inspectors, the Fire Marshal and Deputy Fire Marshal, fire
inspectors, and support staff. These two departments are currently housed separately, in the EH&S
building (in approximately 570 asf) and University Village (in approximately 360 asf), which makes
collaboration and coordination extremely challenging and time consuming. Additionally, at the same
time the expansion of staffing for PDC at University Village is needed in order to address the current
backlog and future capital/facilities projects, as additional project managers have been hired and some
additional are still needed to meet the campus demand.
In Fall 2018 the ITS Telecommunications group vacated the office space in the Telephone building
however it continues to house the primary campus feeds for the campus telephone (POTS system as
well as VOIP) and internet infrastructure. Any department assigned to the office space will need to
allow ITS full access to this equipment for regular monitoring and maintenance purposes. The existing
building, while very functional, has had issues with homeless in the past and a gate to the parking lot
was installed, along with extensive outdoor lighting. Telephone is located on University Avenue in an
isolated area just east of the freeway on the south side of University Avenue.
Proposal
PDC is requesting that the available 1,400 assignable square feet of office space in the Telephone
Building be assigned for use by the Code and Quality Assurance / Fire Life Safety unit. The building
would house 10 staff and have room for storage and review of floorplans.
This assignment would also allow space to house 6 additional PDC staff in University Village. Additional
planning staff and construction managers are needed to better support the campus building projects,
including the backlog of deferred maintenance projects.
The released space in the EH&S building would be a total of 570 asf (including offices, cubicles, and plan
check area). We will need to work with EHS on the assignment of this space, as they are expanding their
staffing under the campus previous “enterprise risk management” plan, which ensures we are in
compliance with all system, state and federal EHS related requirements (a shortcoming in the past).

An unrelated issue for space needs is adequate space for the campus Sustainability group whose 17
students currently share 3 workstations in the Vice Chancellor’s suite. The Sustainability Director
currently occupies an office in Hinderaker but there is no space for an Assistant Director. The
Sustainbility program at UCR was not functioning from December 2016 until last summer, and was
previously located at UV leased space. That previous leased space was all consumed by the growth of
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PDC to serve the campus facilities projects. We will need to examine if there are any options for
Sustainability to use space in the EHS facility, or in FS (depending on the outcome of some VCBAS
related organizational changes), or other options not yet identified.
Associated with this request would be the need to provide improvements in the Telephone building
which would be covered by the division, and would include finishes (flooring, repair ceiling tile, paint
walls), heating and air conditioning (repair existing systems), roof repairs, and window replacements
(the current windows were installed to deal with the homeless issue and are opaque). It will also be
important to do some very limited work on the outside of the building, to include removal of the small
block wall on the north side (behind which homeless people and others have hidden) and a few other
modest items associated with helping assure this is a safe environment for all occupants of the building.
The division would also be responsible for furniture for this space, as none exists at this time.

Position
Code & Quality Assurance
Director of Inspection & Code Compliance
Inspector
Inspector
Inspector
Permit Project Manager
Executive Assistant
Fire Life Safety
Fire Marshal
Deputy Fire Marshal
Campus Fire Inspector
Campus Fire Inspector
Plan Check Area

Employee

Building

Bob William
University Village
Charles Blumer University Village
Catherine Crouch University Village
Gilbert Cervantes University Village
Lezlie Howard
University Village
Michelle Griffin University Village
Subtotal UV

124
43
43
43
53
53
360

191
67
67
67
82
82
554

Scott Jackson
EH&S
Gavin Ketcheside EH&S
Cesar Pla
EH&S
Xavier Martinez EH&S
shared
EH&S
Subtotal EHS

124
124
60
60
203
571

191
191
92
92
312
878

931

1,432

Total
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Workstation ASF Workstation GSF

TELEPHONE BUILDING LOCATION
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TELEPHONE BUILDING FLOORPLAN

PROPOSED ASSIGNMENT
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Proposed Use of Telephone Building

